
Three Britains

Post Chequers, Remain analysts seem lulled into belief that Brexit will be, at worst, 
toothless: Europe will find a way to accept the broad shape of the deal; it will squeak 
through Parliament; and the worst is over. So although such as Governor Carney sees risks 
of a no-deal Brexit as "uncomfortably high", he reassures that it is also "relatively unlikely."

Not so.

Obviously, Chequers is pure wishful thinking on services—various versions of mutual 
recognition without harmonization—so that will not fly in Europe as is. And at 80 percent 
of GDP and half of exports, an outcome which is effectively a services no-deal would be a 
major economic blow, even if trade in goods were to be undisturbed. 

But even if Europe finds some way to accept the thrust of the proposals on goods, 
prospects for a comprehensive deal of the kind proposed are nevertheless still poor 
because, perhaps less obviously, Chequers has fundamentally changed domestic politics. 

This has nothing to do with Dr. Fox's caution that no-deal is 60:40 on, a call which was 
intended to intimidate European negotiators but which has shaken Sterling.

Instead, since the 1975 referendum, anytime the Conservatives felt challenged from the 
right on Europe, they could always nudge in that direction to snuff out any political threat 
to themselves: some Euroskeptic grandstanding, a fuss about the budget rebate, an opt out.  
Whether exercised or not, that latent threat blocked any major new party from emerging in 
Westminster to push those views; even UKIP managed less than a handful of seats there.

But with the Chequers basic commitment to harmonization (the European "rule book") for 
goods, that latent threat has expired. Unless the EU substantially rejects the proposals, 
there is now a line to the Conservatives' right that they cannot cross. That line commits 
them to what can be politically derided as (though it's only true of goods) a "Backwards 
Brexit" because, de facto, it exchanges a "say" in the rules governing British trade in goods 
as part of EU membership, not for independence, but for a de facto "no say" Brexit.

That opens the political space for a Real Brexit Party—RBP—at Westminster.



Polls immediately following Chequers and the accompanying resignations—with the 
Conservatives down 5 percentage points and (utterly dysfunctional) UKIP up 
commensurately, with little change elsewhere—are an early sign of the threat. 

Moreover, the first-past-the-post hurdles which typically block third parties are low: the 
Backward Brexit positions the major parties have adopted are lowest-common-
denominator plans satisfying no-one; neither major party can readily move in the RBP 
direction to head them off; and the voter base for Brexit is geographically concentrated. 

And opportunity beckons. The Westminster Hard-Brexit Conservatives are the natural 
core for a RBP.  While lacking votes to seize the Conservative leadership, they can force a 
General Election, including (perhaps especially) if Parliament adopts a Backwards Brexit 
with opposition votes. And were the two major parties to run close in that, the RBP could 
hold the balance of power with perhaps just 40-60 seats. In the resulting coalition horse-
trading, they could offer other parties the entirety of the rest of their policy agendas so long 
as they deliver Hard Brexit. If you think that a Hard Brexit is relatively unlikely, then you 
think that both major parties will be able, as is, to resist that prospect. But if the EU finds a 
way to embrace something resembling the Chequers proposals, Real Brexiteers may well 
reach for this opportunity to jump ship and hold the country to ransom to stop it.

A gamble for them, obviously, one requiring organization which is not their strong suit, and 
philosophical flexibility which is. But given the alternatives they face—going quietly into 
the night with Backwards Brexit, blindly hoping that might morph into something more 
substantial in their terms later, or going for broke—it is not one to be casually dismissed. 

To the contrary, Remain urgently needs to raise its long-lamentable political game to 
confront this imminent challenge.

And not just this imminent challenge. Remain also has to find an antidote to the political 
poison caused by the debate over the EU itself. If not, even if EU membership were 
ultimately to be retained, the animus of the defeated could render normal politics 
impossible—and thus victory utterly pyrrhic.

To do all that, the goal should be to break the broad post-referendum polling stasis 
decisively, to shift 5-15 percentage points of Leave to Remain. This would transform the 
political calculus of the cowed Remainers on both sides of the House by emphatically 
moving the centre of political gravity. But time is short: given that post exit, EU reentry 
would require adoption of the Euro, this 5-15 point shift must precede Brexit. 



To that end, Remain needs, at long last, to stop presenting the issue as one of conventional 
economics, or intelligence, or being modern, or forward-looking, or European, or being a 
big deal in the world, or of intracacies deep in the weeds of the WTO, or of the endless 
contradictions and Mogglings of Leave, or of tactical issues of backing a second 
referendum or Backwards Brexit. Whatever the substantive merits, endless repetition of all 
these points is, ironically given self-proclaimed metropolitanism, the Remain equivalent vis-
a-vis Leavers of that lamentable British propensity when traveling abroad of shouting ever 
louder at uncomprehending non-English-speaking "natives". 

This behavior has deeply alienated precisely the Leave voters that Remain needs to reach 
while allowing Leave leaders, despite their extravagant elitism, to wrap themselves in the 
"we're-going-to-make-the-little-guy's-referendum-vote-count" Union Jack. The resulting 
tiresome standoff has even managed to turn off rafts of otherwise enthusiastic Remainers. 
And it has all culminated in the glacial pace at which the polls are moving.

To break the stasis decisively, Remain needs to stop shouting and frame its entire political 
campaign on what matters most to Leave: the question of how best to be British. 

In particular, the attack should be concentrated where Leave's hold on its own voters is 
most vulnerable, namely on its conception of Britain. 

Leave advances only one notion of Britain whereas three Britains are at stake with Brexit.

To put Leave's conception of Britain in the vernacular, it is "tell Johnny Foreigner to "bog 
off." At one end of the spectrum, that reflects British bloody-mindedness, a national trait 
which is laudable. Indeed, the entirety of British history can be reasonably well told as a 
bloody-minded struggle against tyrants, foreign and domestic—from the Roman, Viking, 
and Norman invasions and Magna Carta through the Tudors to the WWI high army 
command, Hitler, and on. And with the Great Financial Crisis and the fate of the 
peripheries in the Euro crisis, "conventional" economics and the Eurogroup—which 
Remain has done little to distance itself from—have recently provided compelling evidence 
to regular Brits that they are but the latest batch of wannabe tyrants due to be given the 
bloody-minded treatment. 

But this "Bog Off" notion of Britain runs from that laudable end of the spectrum through 
deeply rose-squinted Rule Britannia nostalgia all the way to abhorrent hostility to black 
people at the other end. "Sovereignty"and "control" have proven to be deadly effective 



political dog-whistles encompassing this whole spectrum, the good and the bad, and Leave 
has ridden it all the way to political prospect of a Hard Brexit, now potentially via a RBP. 

It is way past time for Remain to confront this appeal head on by wrestling the laudable 
end of this concept of Britain back from Leave, and by emphasizing two other conceptions 
of what it means to be British, not in the "mentioned-among-the-myriad-of- other-things-it-
shouts-about" category, but at dead center of its efforts.

The first of these other conceptions is that Britain comprises Four Nations: Northern 
Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and England, not stuck together as in a failed marriage but, 
squabbles notwithstanding, now in a fundamentally contented union. Remain needs not 
just to mention but to lead by emphasizing that Hard Brexit, for all its "bog off" allure, puts 
that in serious jeopardy. 

Boris Johnson, in his resignation speech, anticipated the potency of this challenge to his 
reveries by bemoaning at length the resistance from Downing Street to any consideration 
of "creative" approaches to the Northern Ireland border problem—how to reconcile UK 
participation in the EU VAT and single market without customs posts in the vicinity of the 
Irish border or in the middle of the Irish Sea or full participation in the EU customs union. 
But, as ever, his lament was empty: if somehow such analysis has been politically blocked, 
Leave never lacked for independent resources from donors fair and foul to produce it 
themselves. Practical creative approaches have not surfaced, not because research has been 
blocked but because they do not exist. Hard Brexit directly threatens the Good Friday 
Agreement or/and the Union of Northern Ireland with the rest of the UK.

And likewise, it jeopardizes Union with Scotland. Economic concerns, notably uncertain 
post-independence currency arrangements, collapsed the vote to end the union in the 2014 
referendum. But with the economic challenges set to follow a Hard Brexit and, with the 
UK out, Europe no-longer constrained by London's bidding to play hardball with Scotland 
on currency as part of its general hostility to secession movements in its own members, 
Hard Brexit changes the Scottish independence calculus fundamentally. It turns that into a 
choice for Scotland between union with its largest collective trading partner with a steady 
currency, the EU and the Euro, versus continued union with its largest single trading 
partner with a depreciating currency, the rest of the UK and Sterling. That was not the 
choice in 2014. Hard Brexit may be just the spur that Scottish Independence needs.

Both my parents served in WWII. One a Scot, the other a South African, their voluntary 
sacrifice was emphatically not for (little) England but for the UK. So even though I 



personally no longer have a dog in the Brexit fight, jeopardy to Four Nation Britain—the 
fruit of maladroit policymaking by pro-EU forces in the UK and Europe over decades, 
cresting with Messrs. Cameron and Obsorne and their decision to hold the referendum at 
all and as held—really sticks in my throat. Plenty Leave voters won't care as much. But the 
goal is to shift not all but 5-15 percentage points of them. There are plenty older "Bog Off" 
Leavers, perhaps also of WWII generations and following, who, when presented seriously 
with Hard Brexit's casual roll of the dice with Four Nation Britain, minus Remain's 
shouting, contempt, and distraction, will think again.

And there is a further concept of Britain where Leave's hold on its voters is similarly 
vulnerable: the NHS. 

With such as the Monarchy, the Church, the military, the BBC, sports, railways, airlines, 
red phone booths, and afternoon tea all remote, compromised, intermittent, privatized, or 
extinct, it is hard to identify another institution, apart from the NHS, which so concretely, 
perennially, and emphatically binds absolutely everyone together as British. And Bog Off 
Brexit drives a dagger right at the heart of it.

That is not a matter of conjecture or projections: it is already evident. Sterling depreciation 
following the referendum vote immediately raised the prices of drugs and equipment some 
15 percent while simultaneously cutting the take home pay of essential foreign NHS staff 
similarly. This Brexit double-whammy to the NHS has already been reflected in the 
service's recent crises, including staff shortages, and these are but the first installments in 
Bog Off Brexit hits to the NHS. And given the NHS' centrality to the meaning of Britain 
in peoples' everyday lives, the staffing catastrophe provides the most effective means of 
drawing the sting of Leave's emotional appeal on immigration. 

And as on Northern Ireland, Leave has alerted Remain to the centrality of the NHS to its 
hopes, not just in focusing its original campaign on that ridiculous red bus but also in 
announcing the recent oxymoronic "Brexit Band-aid" for the NHS. Yet, if, as Mr. Rees-
Mogg recently said, the broader economic hit from Brexit could last half a century, the 
NHS—the ultimate symbol of Britain—will not be spared over that entire horizon. 

Focussing Remain's core political strategy on how best to be British yields four gains: 

• It casts the campaign in the nationalist language which Leave voters speak, not in the 
language of highfalutin condescension which speaks to over-priviledged Remainers. 



• It addresses the effort directly at the group of voters who have driven the entire Leave 
project: older folk. As many of those are WWII or following generations, the call of 
Four-Nation Britain will resonate. And, being older, they are the prime NHS clients.  

• Four Nations Britain and NHS Britain stand against Hard Brexit. And the laudable end 
of Bog-Off Britain stands against no-say Backwards Brexit.

• And so all three Britains stand together to reject Leave in all its forms.

This focus would allow Remain to shift from cerebral to emotional, from hectoring to 
communal, from apologetic to enthusiastic, and from internationalist to what it should have 
been from the start, nationalist. Indeed this renewed initiative might do well to separate 
decisively from Remain's hitherto hamfisted efforts, including by dropping the inert, bland, 
and European "Remain" nomenclature in favor of a title like "Britain at its Best". 

Who will lead this? New leaders, people with none of the urbanity of Remain and with all 
the personal cadences of Leave. They are unlikely to be found in Parliament where 
Remainers are cowed, compromised, and often cause and lightning rod of the Brexit 
animus. Instead, the likes of the Abolitionists, Chartists, Suffragettes, and original 
Socialists are the inspiration for an extra-Parliamentary Britain-at-its-Best effort now. 

Is there time? Well, Carney-style "uncomfortably-high-but-relatively-unlikely" double-
speak is the road to self-defeat, much time has been lost and much offense given, and 
March 2019 is rapidly approaching. But that deadline may be pushed back, a Britain-at-its-
Best effort showing signs of moving the polls may well facilitate such a postponement, and 
ultimate success can be won with a shift of just 5-15 percentage points from Leave. 

Otherwise, even if the Europeans find a way to accept something like the substance of the 
Chequers proposals, the menace of a potential RBP leaves Britain at perilous risk of the 
worst of Bog Off Hard Brexits. There is, for once, no hyperbole in saying, after the 
summer holidays are over, that there are just six months left to save the United Kingdom.
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